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Welcome… 
…to Key Changes Conference 2019 and this new venue. Key Changes relocated to 

Winnall Community Centre in September ’18 and have been enjoying not only being more in the 
community but also the additional facilities here, including rooms with kitchens to hire for CPD 
events.  

 
Joining the Dots is a rather ironic title, since the Dots, as performing musicians call 

written musical scores, are largely absent in music therapy. The Dots we are focussing on  
today are different approaches and professions working together with music therapy, to the 
benefit of clients and practitioners involved: partnership work. A particularly warm welcome to all 
those non-music therapists who have joined us today. 
 

We are thrilled to have with us today 7 external presenters, helping Key Changes to 
provide wide-ranging conference presentations and practical workshops, joining the accolade of 
past presenters, which includine: Luke Annesley, Ros Blackburn, Catherine Carr, Rachel 
Darnley-Smith, Mary-Clare Fearn, Risenga Makondo, Helen Odell-Miller, Dr Julian O’Kelly, 
Amelia Oldfield, Martin Read, Stephen Sandford, Valerie Sinason, Elaine Streeter, Julie Sutton 
and Tony Wigram. Proof that Key Changes is joining the dots!  

 
As usual, make the most of the breaks to chat / network/ reconnect  

– and enjoy the music of Tant over lunch.  
 

All refreshments will be served in the adjoining Green Room. 
 

At 2.30 there will be a pause for… 
KEY CHANGES RAFFLE DRAW 

Who will win those top-notch West End tickets to Lloyd Webber’s latest extravaganza: 

SCHOOL OF ROCK??! 

This annual conference is a well-established event in the UK music therapy calendar, attracting 
presenters and delegates from around the country. While most of us here today are music 

therapists, we are pleased to welcome several music therapy students. 

We hope you find today helpful and thought-provoking. 

 

Please, before you leave, complete your evaluation form and leave it with us. 
 

 
Thank you for joining us, 
 
 
 

Beccy Read, 
 
Key Changes co-ordinator 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 

PROGRAMME 
 
 

Whole group sessions are all in the Main Hall.   Breaks are in the Green Room. 
 

Key Changes personnel 
 
Arrival from 8.30am TEA / COFFEE available. 
9.00 Welcome! 
 
9.10 Susannah Wettone: Working with parents - music therapy with early years children who have 

special needs and their families. 
9.40 Questions 
  
9.50 Karen Hutchinson & Cecilie Enos: A music therapy and art therapy group in a special school 

setting. Presentation with practical elements.  
10.30  Questions 
 
10.40 COFFEE / TEA & BISCUITS  
 
11.00 Roxy Johns, Beccy Read, Ros Harpur & Deborah MacCartney  

Providing a music therapy placement through a pilot project in Dementia Care - 
therapist, student, and care home in partnership. How everybody won. 

11.30  Questions & leg stretch 
 
11.45 Helen Loth: course leader, MA Music Therapy, Anglia Ruskin University 

A practical-presentation – using the music of other cultures in clinical practice and 
improvisation. Research outcomes and multi-cultural improvisation workshop. 

 
12.50  LUNCH – with live music from TANT - lower Gallery.  
 
13.50 Minna Harman & Dr Sofia Nousi: Combining music therapy and physiotherapy - working with 

adults who have PMLD; measuring change in physical skills, communication and well-being. 
14.20  Questions             
  
14.30 KEY CHANGES raffle draw  
  
14.45 Amelia Oldfield & Max Thompson – film director and past client:  

Music therapy follow-up project – 16 years on.  
Excerpts from the documentary film: Operation Syncopation. 

15.30 Questions 
 
15.40 Closing play… 
 
16.00   Please complete your Feedback Form – thank you. 
 
 
16.30 Close of day – see you in 2020!  
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Presentation summaries - conference running order: 
 
Susannah Wettone - music therapist 
 
As music therapists we draw on theories of parent-child interaction and understand a child’s first 
relationship as the most crucial to his or her development. With this in mind, I explore ways of 
working with parents and their young children together in the music therapy room. I consider my 
approach as a constantly evolving model to which the child’s needs and the reasons for their 
referral are central, within the context of their family life. I will consider the work of other music 
therapists working with children and families and describe how I began involving parents in their 
children’s music therapy sessions. I will share how my thinking and practice has developed over 
seven years of working in this way. I will show video examples and describe parts of the 
process for different children and their parents. Where possible, I will share the perspectives of 
parents who have kindly given their feedback about the experience of being in the music 
therapy room with their child. 
 
Karen Hutchinson - music therapist &                                                                                
Cecilie Enos Sweeny - art therapist                  
Cecilie and Karen have both been working in a special school for Children with learning 
disabilities for several years. Both have worked individually within their disciplines offering one 
to one sessions for the children and young people, but more recently they have been able to 
work collaboratively to design and implement a whole class art and music therapy group. They 
will be talking about their journey together and how their approach continues to develop since 
originally starting the groups. They will also be offering the delegates an interactive experience 
using art materials through an experiential workshop and discussion.   

 
Roxy Johns – music therapist,  
Beccy Read – co-ordinator, clinical supervisor,  
Ros Harpur – music therapy student GSMD &  
Deborah McCartney – care home manager 
 
This presentation describes a twelve-week music therapy pilot project in a dementia care home, 
which also provided a student placement.  
As we tell the story of this project, we will explore the experiences of the therapist, student, and 
care staff as they collectively found their feet facilitating a group that was new to everyone 
involved. The process moved through unrealistic expectations and logistical realities to a 
synthesis that was greater than the sum of its parts. The care home benefitted from therapeutic 
input beyond the constraints of their funding; therapist and student gained the teamwork and 
mutual support of the co-therapy role; and through this model, the student’s placement 
experience was far broader than just new clinical work. 
We will examine how, in this project, the student, therapist, charity and care home were all able 
to win.  
 
Helen Loth – music therapy course tutor, Anglia Ruskin, Cambridge 

As music therapists from a western musical tradition, we can learn much from exploring music 
from different cultures around the world. This can focus our attention on our musical 
assumptions, the music of our clients, how we improvise, and the meanings we attach to 
sounds. Using the musical ideas from these different traditions can enrich and broaden our 
clinical improvisation skills. We may also be able to use the instruments themselves in our work.  
This workshop will begin with a short presentation of a research project in which Balinese 



gamelan Angklung was used in group music therapy with children who have learning 
disabilities. We will then use a set of Balinese gamelan instruments to explore improvisation 
ideas together. You are welcome to bring your own instruments too to add to this. The ways in 
which other musical traditions can be used will also be considered. The gamelan has been 
generously loaned by Hampshire Music Service. 

Minna Harman – music therapist &  
Dr. Sophia Nousi – neurological physiotherapist 
 
Minna and Sofia developed the Music and Physiotherapy clinic to work collaboratively with a 
small group of individuals who, they felt, could benefit from a combined approach. They were 
interested in how their different approaches could compliment one another and offer the 
individuals they were working with a richer experience. All the participants in the clinic had 
profound, multiple and learning disabilities. Minna was interested in how Sofia could use her 
skills as a Neurological Physiotherapist to engage with the participants’ sensory and physical 
needs, to support their access to the musical instruments and to arouse their sensory systems 
to an alert and ready to engage level. Sofia was interested in using the rhythm and supportive 
environment in the music to support and develop the participants’ experience of their 
physiotherapy programme, focussing on encouraging functional and purposeful movement. 
Minna and Sofia used the Therapy Outcome Measure (TOMs) to assess the participants 
development over the course of the therapy sessions and to evidence the work in the hope of 
developing more collaborative work in the future. The clinic was successful and the outcomes 
for the participants were very positive. In their presentation Minna and Sofia will discuss the 
project and the data they collected during the clinic.  
 
KEY NOTE PRESENTATION: 
Amelia Oldfield – Anglia Ruskin music therapy course, recently retired &  
Maxim Thompson – film maker 
 
Excerpts from the recently made full length (100 minute long) music therapy documentary: 
“Operation Syncopation” will be shown. The film is about music therapy sessions with ten 
individual families with pre-school children with autism between 2000 and 2002. All the sessions 
were filmed, so that the work could be analysed in detail as part of a PhD investigation. Sixteen 
years later, in early 2017, the ten families were contacted by Amelia Oldfield and invited to 
return to the same room where they originally had the music therapy treatment, for an interview. 
The interviews focused on what the families remembered about the music therapy intervention 
and in what ways they felt it might have been helpful. All the interviews were filmed and the 
documentary incorporates material from both the original music therapy sessions and the 
current interviews. The film is directed by Max Thompson who also received music therapy with 
his father, 20 years ago, when Max had a diagnosis of autism.  
Reflections on the process of making this film, the themes brought up in the interviews as well 
as the impact on clinical practice, will be made. 
 
BIOGRAPHIES - alphabetical order: 
 
Cecilie Enos Sweeney 

Cecilie Enos Sweeney is a HCPC registered Art Psychotherapist with over ten years experience of 
working within a wide range of mental health settings with adults, children and young people. She has 
experience within the NHS, charitable sector, mainstream and specialist educational services.  She has 
been a visiting Lecturer and Supervisor at The University of Hertfordshire for several years, contributing 
to the MA Art Therapy Course, Foundation Diploma in Arts Therapies and Art Therapy short Courses. 
Since qualifying as an Art Therapist in 2007, Cecilie set up her own art therapy service with the aim of 
providing accessible therapy services to reach children, young people and their families within their 
community.  



 
Minna Harman 
 
Minna Harman qualified as a music therapist in 2000 from the Royal Welsh College of Music and Drama. 
She has worked as a Music Therapist with both adults and children with Learning Disabilities over the 
past 19 years. Minna works for Key Changes in a Community Special School catering for approximately 
155 pupils, who have complex learning difficulties across the age range from two to nineteen years. She 
also works for West London NHS Community Partners, Community Team for People with Learning 
Disabilities, with adults with learning disabilities. Minna enjoys working with a diverse community of 
learning disabled people including people with profound and multiple learning disabilities, autism, 
behaviour which challenges, mental health difficulties, multi sensory impairment, sensory processing 
difficulties and severe epilepsy. She is interested in working with health, social care and education 
colleagues collaboratively, both in clinical work and as a mentor, coach and supervisor. 
 
Ros Harpur 
 
Ros Harpur is in her second year on the MA in Music Therapy at the Guildhall School of Music & Drama. 
She completed her undergraduate degree at the Royal Welsh College of Music and Drama and has 
since worked in varied fields, including elderly residential care.  
 
Karen Hutchinson 
 
Karen Hutchinson did a post graduate diploma in Music Therapy and has been working as a Music 
Therapist for over 20 years.  She currently works for Key Changes 2 days a week at a school for children 
with varying disabilities, and also works for 1 1/2 days for Rosie’s Rainbow Fund in the children’s wards 
of the Royal Berkshire hospital, and half a day at a school for primary aged children who have been 
temporarily or permanently excluded from their mainstream school.   
 
Roxy Johns 
 
Roxanne is a Music Therapist working as part of the Key Changes team. She is a vocalist, piano player 
and songwriter that has always enjoyed playing in various bands, touring and recording. Roxanne 
worked as a musician and peripatetic vocal teacher prior to qualifying as a Music Therapist in 2014. She 
loves her work with Key Changes and is looking forward to continuing after maternity leave.  

Helen Loth 

Helen Loth is Course Leader for MA Music Therapy and Head of Therapies at Anglia Ruskin University, 
where she has worked since 2000. She has worked as a music therapist in a range of clinical settings 
including adult mental health, adults with eating disorders, learning disabled children and their families 
and with children with emotional and behavioural difficulties. She has also worked as a psychodynamic 
counsellor in Primary Care. Helen is particularly interested in cultural issues in music therapy and the 
use of non-western music in clinical practice, gaining a doctorate for her research into the relevance of 
Indonesian gamelan music in music therapy practice. She regularly plays Balinese and Javanese 
Gamelan. 

Deborah Macartney 

Deborah joined the staff at St John’s Charity, Winchester, in 2015. Moorside is the dementia specialist 
care home within St John’s – one of the oldest charities in the UK. With 36 years as a professional 
nurse, Deborah brings a wealth of knowledge and experience to St John’s. She started her career as a 
nurse for people with learning disabilities before achieving qualifications in Accident and Emergency 
nursing and as a nurse practitioner. Her passion is to lead in the delivery of high quality care for 
individuals living with dementia. Moorside provides unrivalled care standards in a nursing home close to 
the heart of Winchester City Centre.  

 

 



Dr. Sophia Nousi 
Sofia qualified as a Physiotherapist 2003 from Technological Institute of Athens, Greece. In 2005 she 
was awarded an MSc degree in Neuro-Rehabilitation from Brunel University of London and 2015 
completed her PhD in Neuroscience at Imperial College. Sofia worked with various Neurological patients 
for 14 years. Sofia has worked with patients with learning disabilities over the past 5 years. She loves to 
call them people with special abilities, the reason is that she strongly believes that these people they 
have a lot of potential. She loves to work with them because every day is different, she can learn a lot 
from them; they help her to be innovative and to thing out of the box. 

Amelia Oldfield 
 
Amelia Oldfield has worked as a clinical music therapist with children with autism and their families for 40 
years. She has researched, written and lectured extensively in this area. She was a professor on the MA 
music therapy training course at Anglia Ruskin University, which she co-founded 25 years ago. In 
September 2019, she officially ‘retired’ but continues music therapy supervision, research consultancy 
and teaching both in her role as Emeritus Professor at Anglia Ruskin University and for other 
Universities, organisations, or individuals in the UK and abroad. 
 
Beccy Read 
 
Beccy Read trained on the first music therapy post-graduate course at Roehampton, qualifying in 1982. 
She then established the first music therapy post in the county of Hampshire, in Southampton and South 
West Hampshire Health Authority, working in adult learning disabilities. Since the late 1980’s she has 
pioneered music therapy in special schools, focussing on working with young people who have ASD and 
challenging needs. As co-ordinator of the Winchester-based charity Key Changes Music Therapy, she 
oversees the charity’s music therapy provision to nurseries, schools, learning disability care homes and 
dementia care throughout Hampshire and neighbouring areas. She is also founder-trustee of the Martin 
Read Foundation for Young Composers, now in it’s 6th year.  
 
Tant  
 
Tant is a duo consisting of Owain Clarke (harp) and Jon Leadbeater (tabla) http://tantmusic.com 
In concert, at festivals, conferences and celebrations of all kinds, they play beautiful music to inspire, 
create moods, enthral and delight.  Jon and Owain have also taught music together for many years, 
providing workshops for schools, colleges, businesses and at festivals. 
Owain has been playing music since the age of 11.  His inspiration for harp playing was first triggered 
while performing with roots combo La Cucina in 1994, and he has been playing harp ever since. His 
Welsh roots led him to explore the medieval Robert ap Huw manuscript, and he has combined this 
passion for traditional forms with an understanding of contemporary music.  He is also interested in 
exploring and developing the musical connections between the Celtic harp and the traditions of West 
Africa, the Middle East, India and Spain. 
Jon began playing tabla in 1987 working on the Banaras Tabla Gharana system of training inspired by 
Pandit Sharda Sahai, of whom he became a student in 1990.  He was encouraged to spend more and 
more time developing his repertoire by this great tabla master.  Jon has performed a myriad of concerts, 
festivals, recordings, workshops and taught Tabla since 1998 in the South of England, the UK, Spain, 
France and Portugal in a wide variety of classical and fusion ensembles, most notably Tant. His fluid and 
complex style is deeply connected to the improvisatory nature of both Indian classical music and the jazz 
form. 
 
Susannah Wettone 
 
Susannah Wettone graduated as a music therapist from Anglia Polytechnic University in 1999, 
completing her MA in music therapy in 2001. She has worked with adults and children in a variety of 
settings, such as schools, hospitals and residential homes, both employed and self-employed. She has 
worked for Key Changes Music Therapy (formerly Hampshire MusicSpace) since 2004. Her main areas 
of experience are autistic spectrum conditions, pre-school children and, more recently, music therapy for 
parents and children.  
 

http://tantmusic.com/

